
  

  

  

Order Terms and Conditions    
  

James Harrington ,   

    
Thank you for your interest in our   Publishing   Service s . As discussed with you over the phone,  

Professional Book Writing experts will be working on your book throughout the writing process. We  

are working with PhD. qualified ghostwriters and retired professors from various fields and we have  

the competency and   skill to work on your book.    

  

We will reserve team of 4 (four) experts for your project to ensure quality deliverables:   

1.   Expert on your subject    

2.   Editor & Proofreader    

3.   Quality Assurance Expert    

4.   Final Analysis Expert    

  

Your Book will be edited and proofread  based on your given Ideas, details and recordings. We  

ensure you the book will be organized professionally according to your outline you have finalized.   

You are fully protected with money back rights. If the book is not written based on your given  

details  or ideas you get your 100% money back.    

  

We Guarantee:    

1 . Free of Cost Unlimited Revisions   

2 . 100% Unique Content    

3 . Money back guaranteed (if the work is not done based on your given topics, guidelines and  

approved outlines.)    

  

  

  

  

    



 

  

  

  

Publishing  Package Includes:    

1 . Creating/updating the outline    

2 . Research and analysis    

3 . Editing and re - writing, and completing the book of around 250 - 300  pages as per the approved  

outline.    

4 . Adjusting the layout and presentation for the publishing s tandards    

5 . Unlimited revisions and modifications    

6 . A dedicated team of experts    

7 . Access to an online portal    

8 . Complete copyrights and 100% royalties    

9 . Cover design (front and the back)    

10 . Free Editing, Proofreading and formatting    

11 . Different     formats. E - book, Paperback and Hardcover.    

12 . Author's Biography    

13 . Publishing on Amazon and Kindle, Google Books and Barnes & Noble (e - book, paperback,  

hardcover)    

14 . Printed Copies x  10   

  

Payment Details: $ 2500     

  

  

  

  

  

  ____________________________    

John T. Smith       

Head of Dept.   


